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AbstratWe present a new saturation-based deidability result for indutive valid-ity. Let � be a �nite signature in whih all funtion symbols are at mostunary and let N be a satis�able Horn lause set without equality in whihall positive literals are linear. If N [ fA1; : : : ; An !g belongs to a �nitelysaturating lause lass, then it is deidable whether a sentene of the form89�(A1 ^ : : : ^ An) is valid in the minimal model of N .
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1 IntrodutionWe onsider the problem of deiding whether a formula � holds in the minimalmodel of a given satis�able Horn lause set N over a signature �, writtenN j=Ind �, or whether N [ f:�g does not have a Herbrand model over�. If all signature symbols are at most unary and all positive literals inN are linear, even �rst-order unsatis�ability is still undeidable: Consider aPost orrespondene problem over the alphabet fa; bg with given word pairs(ui; vi). We model words by monadi terms over the unary funtion symbolsa, b with empty word 0. Then the PCP has a solution i� the following Hornlause set is unsatis�able: ! PCP(0; 0)PCP(x; y)! PCP(ui(x); vi(y))PCP(a(x); a(x))!PCP(b(x); b(x))!Equivalently, it has a solution i�f! PCP(0; 0); PCP(x; y)! PCP(ui(x); vi(y))gj=Ind 9x:PCP(a(x); a(x)) _ PCP(b(x); b(x)) :In this paper, we identify a range of lasses of lause sets and of queryformulas for whih validity in the minimal model is deidable. The mainresult is as follows:Let N be a satis�able set of Horn lauses without equality over a �nitesignature � and let fA1; : : : ; Ang be a set of atoms over �, where(1) all funtion symbols in � are at most unary,(2) all positive literals in N are linear, i.e. every variable ours at mostone, and(3) N [fA1; : : : ; An !g belongs to a lass that an be �nitely saturated byordered resolution (with variant subsumption and tautology deletion).2



Then the problem N j=Ind 8x:9y1; : : : ; ym:(A1 ^ : : : ^ An)is deidable, where x; y1; : : : ; ym are the variables in A1; : : : ; An. There areno restritions on purely negative lauses as well as no restritions on thestruture of the terms appearing in negative literals.Instead of provingN j=Ind 8x:9y1; : : : ; ym:(A1^: : :^An), we refute N j=Ind9x:8y1; : : : ; ym::(A1^: : :^An). The result also holds for an arbitrary positivequanti�er-free query formula � in disjuntive normal form WiVj Ai;j in plaeof A1 ^ : : : ^ An, i.e. the problem N j=Ind 89�� is deidable as long as thelauses Ai;1; : : : ; Ai;ni ! an be �nitely saturated together with N .The �rst-order unsatis�ability problem for Horn lasses satisfying ondi-tions (1){(2) is still undeidable, as the above enoding of the Post orre-spondene problem shows. Therefore, the basis of our deidability result is�nite �rst-order saturation (3). The side onditions (1){(2) as well as therestrition to variant subsumption and tautology deletion for the saturationproess are needed for our urrent proof. The latter is not an essential restri-tion, sine most deidability results based on saturation show termination byrestriting the depth of the ourring terms and the number of variables ineah lause, whih orresponds exatly to a saturation modulo variants andtautologies (f. e.g. [10℄).The proof of our result is onstrutive. We demonstrate it on the examplelause set NG = f ! G(s(s(0)); s(0)) ;G(x; y)! G(s(x); s(y)) ;G(s(x); s(y))! G(x; y) gwith query 8x:9y:G(y; x). In the minimal model of NG, the relation G isthe \one greater" relation on the naturals. The lause set N satis�es ondi-tions (1){(2) and an be �nitely saturated by ordered resolution, generatingone additional lause ! G(s(0); 0). It an also be �nitely saturated afteradding G(y; x)!.In [12℄, we have presented a superposition-based alulus that is ompletein the limit for unsatis�ability of queries of the form 9�8�(A1; : : : ; An !) withrespet to minimal models of Horn lause sets. The basi idea of the alulusis to treat the existentially quanti�ed variables via an additional onstraint.The result is a onstrained query lause of the form ~v�~x kA1; : : : ; An !where the existential variables ~v are replaed in the onstrained lause byfresh universally quanti�ed variables ~x. The generalized ordered resolutionrule of the alulus takes are of the ompatibility of onstraints (Setion 3).For our example, we obtain the onstrained query lause v�x kG(y; x)!.3



In general, the algorithm of [12℄ does not terminate, i.e. it does not de-ide (and not even semi-deide) whether a given query holds in a minimalmodel. This even holds on a set N and a onstrained query lause that sat-isfy onditions (1){(3). For the above example, we an generate in�nitelymany non-redundant onstrained lauses of the form v�x�n kG(y; x)! andv�x�n� k� for �0 = fx 7! xg, �n+1 = fx 7! s(x�n)g and � = fx 7! 0g.The ontribution of this paper is to generalize our previously developed on-straint language [12℄ to \regular" substitution expressions for the existentiallyquanti�ed variables (Setion 2). For example a onstraint v�x�� representsall possible onstraints of the form v�x�n. Together with onditions (1){(3), this enables the termination of the query saturation proess (Proposi-tion 3.18). The �nite saturation result with variant subsumption and tau-tology deletion is essential for the proof. For the above example, we obtainthe two additional onstrained lauses v�x�� kG(y; x)! and v�x��� k�for � = fx 7! s(x)g, � = fx 7! 0g.What remains to be shown is that the substitutions in the onstraints ofall derived onstrained empty lauses are overing, i.e. represent all possibleinstantiations for the variables ~x: If this is the ase, then the lause set doesnot have a Herbrand model over the given signature. The onjuntion ofall regular substitution expressions for the onstrained empty lauses anbe transformed into a monadi Horn lause set ontaining only linear lauseswhose head literal ontains all variables of the lause (Setion 4.1). The initialsubstitution expressions are overing i� a ertain prediate P introdued inthe translation is the total relation in the minimal model of the generatedHorn lause set. For our example, this translation results in the followingHorn lauses: ! P1(0)P (x)! P2(s(x))P1(x)! P (x)P2(x)! P (x)Deiding totality for suh lause sets is usually diÆult. However, severalresults are known about the deidability of emptiness. Applying prediateompletion [8℄, we an generate a Horn lause set for the omplement of P ,named �P , for any Horn lause set generated from a substitution expression,suh that P is total i� �P is empty in the minimal models of the respetiveHorn lause sets (Setion 4.3). The lause set for �P does not ontain funtionsymbols in negative literals anymore. Moreover, beause of the restritionof the signature to unary funtion symbols, the translation auses the lauseset to ontain monadi prediates only. These properties enable the �naldeidability of the emptiness of �P by ordered resolution (Theorem 4.17).4



The omplement �P of P for our example is de�ned by the lauses! �P1(s(x))! �P2(0)�P (x)! �P2(s(x))�P1(x); �P2(x)! �P (x)that belong to a lass where emptiness is deidable by ordered resolution [16,15℄. For the above lause set, the theory of the relation �P is empty in theminimal model, hene N j=Ind 8x:9y:G(y; x) holds. Note that suh lausesan in general not be represented by tree automata (even with onstraints).To the best of our knowledge, our result is the �rst deidability result forindutive validity based on a �nite �rst-order saturation onept for Hornlauses. Related approahes to indutive reasoning based on superpositioninlude the works of Ganzinger and Stuber [11℄ and Comon and Nieuwen-huis [8℄. Both are also appliable to equational lauses, but did not leadto new deidability results. Other work in the area of automated indutivetheorem proving inludes the test set aluli of Bouhoula et al. [2, 3℄ and ap-proahes via term rewrite systems by Caferra and Zabel [4℄ and Kapur [13, 9℄.All these approahes onsider only purely universal queries and do not admitquanti�er alternations.
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2 PreliminariesWe build on the notions of [1, 17℄ and shortly reall here the most importantonepts as well as the spei� extensions needed for the new alulus.Terms and ClausesLet � = (P;F) be a signature onsisting of a set P of prediate symbolsof �xed arity and a set F of funtion symbols of �xed arity, and let X [ Vbe an in�nite set of variables suh that X, V , and F are disjoint and V is�nite. Elements of X are alled universal variables and denoted as x; y; z,and elements of V are alled existential variables and denoted as v.We denote by T (F ; X) the set of all terms over F and X and by T (F)the set of all ground terms over F . Throughout this artile, we require thatT (F) is in�nite. To improve readability, term tuples (t1; : : : ; tn) will often bedenoted ~t. The variables ourring in a term t or a term tuple ~t are denotedby vars(t) or vars(~t), respetively.An atom is an expression of the form P (t1; : : : ; tn), where P 2 P is aprediate symbol of arity n and t1; : : : ; tn 2 T (F ; X) are terms over theuniversal variables. A (standard universal) lause is a pair of multisets ofatoms, written � ! �, interpreted as the onjuntion of all atoms in theanteedent � implying the disjuntion of all atoms in the suedent �. Alause is Horn if � ontains at most one atom. In this ase, � is alledthe head of the lause. The empty lause is denoted by �. A Horn lauseis universally redutive if all variables of the anteedent appear also in thesuedent.
6



Substitution Expressions and Constrained ClausesA (basi) substitution � is a map from a �nite set X 0 � X of universalvariables to T (F ; X).1 The appliation of � to a term t or a term tuple ~t isdenoted by t� or ~t�, respetively. The substitution � is linear if no variableours twie in the term set fx� j x 2 X 0g. The most general uni�er of twoterms s; t is denoted by mgu(s; t).Substitution expressions are build over substitution and onstrutors Æ(omposition), j (disjuntion), and � (loop) of arity 2, 2 and 1, respetively.Substitution expressions are denoted as ��; �� . The symbols Æ and j are writtenin in�x notation, and � is written in post�x notation. We will often write�� Æ �� as ���� .The domain dom(��) and the variable range VRan(��) of a substitutionexpression are de�ned indutively as follows:dom(�) = fx1; : : : ; xngwhere � : fx1; : : : ; xng ! T (F ; X)dom(�� Æ �� ) = dom(��)dom(��1j��2) = dom(��1) [ dom(��2)dom(���) = dom(��)VRan(�) = vars(x1�; : : : ; xn�)where � : fx1; : : : ; xng ! T (F ; X)VRan(�� Æ �� ) = VRan(��)VRan(��1j��2) = VRan(��1) \ VRan(��2)VRan(���) = dom(��)A onstrained lause v1�x1��; : : : ; vn�xn�� kC, also written ~v�~x�� kC,onsists of a sequene of equations v1�x1��; : : : ; vn�xn�� alled the onstraintand a lause C, suh that fv1; : : : ; vng = V , x1; : : : ; xn 2 X are universalvariables and �� is a substitution expression with domain fx1; : : : ; xng.We abbreviate ~v�~x� kC as ~v�~x kC if � is the identity substitution onfx1; : : : ; xng.OrderingsAny ordering � on atoms an be extended to lauses in the following way.We onsider lauses as multisets of ourrenes of atoms. The ourrene1We stray here from the more ommon de�nition where a substitution � is de�nedon all variables and its domain is the set of variables on whih � ats non-trivially. Thereason is that we need a strong ontrol over the domain when we relate substitutions andlauses in Setion 4. 7



of an atom A in the anteedent is identi�ed with the multiset fA;Ag; theourrene of an atom A in the suedent is identi�ed with the multiset fAg.Now we lift � to atom ourrenes as its multiset extension, and to lausesas the multiset extension of this ordering on atom ourrenes.An ourrene of an atom A is maximal in a lause C if there is noourrene of an atom in C that is stritly greater with respet to � thanthe ourrene of A. It is stritly maximal in C if there is no other ourreneof an atom in C that is greater than or equal to the ourrene of A withrespet to �.Throughout this paper, we will assume a redution ordering � that istotal on ground atoms.Denotations and ModelsThe denotation of a substitution expression is de�ned as follows:[[�℄℄ = f�g[[���� ℄℄ = f�� j � 2 [[��℄℄; � 2 [[�� ℄℄g[[��1j��2℄℄ = [[��1℄℄ [ [[��2℄℄[[���℄℄ = Sn�0[[��n℄℄Here ��0 denotes the substitution fx 7! x j x 2 dom ��g, and ��n+1 = �� Æ ��n.For those substitution expressions we will be interested in (f. Setion 4.1),VRan(��) is the set of all variables that appear in the image of eah elementof [[��℄℄.Beause of the assoiativity of substitution omposition and of set union,[[(��1��2)��3℄℄ = [[��1(��2��3)℄℄ and [[(��1j��2)j��3℄℄ = [[��1j(��2j��3)℄℄, i.e. Æ and j areassoiative. Hene we will identify (��1��2)��3 and ��1(��2��3), writing both as��1��2��3 (and analogously for j).Moreover, we de�ne ~t[[��℄℄ = �~t� j � 2 [[��℄℄	. A substitution expression ��with domain fx1; : : : ; xng is overing for a set T � T (F ; X)n if all groundinstanes of elements of T are instanes of an element of (x1; : : : ; xn)[[��℄℄. If�� is overing for T (F)n, we say that �� is overing.For onstrained lause ~v�~x�� kC, let [[~v�~x�� kC℄℄ be the (potentially in-�nite) formula set [[~v�~x�� kC℄℄ = f8~y:~v�~x� ! C j � 2 [[��℄℄g, where the uni-versal quanti�er ranges over the variables of ~x� and C. For a set N ofonstrained lauses, let [[N ℄℄ = S~v�~x�� kC2N [[~v�~x�� kC℄℄.An interpretation I is said to model N , written I j= N , if and only if theformula 9~v:V�2[[N ℄℄ � is valid in I. In this ase, I is alled a model of N . Aonstrained lause set is satis�able if it has a model. If M and N are twoonstrained lause sets, we write N j=M if eah model of N is also a model8



of M . If N is satis�able and Horn, we write N j=Ind M if the minimal modelof N models M .Two onstrained lauses ~v�~x�� kC and ~v�~x��0 kC 0 are variants if there isa variable renaming � : VRan(��)[vars(C)! VRan(��0)[vars(C 0) suh that� maps the variables of VRan(��) to VRan(��0), C� = C 0, and [[���℄℄ = [[��0℄℄.If both C and C 0 are unonstrained, this redues to the usual notion ofvariants. Note that the denotations of variants agree up to renaming ofbound variables. If �� is a variable renaming and C does not ontain anyvariables of ~v�~x��, then we abbreviate the onstrained lause as kC. Weall a onstrained lause kC unonstrained and identify it with its lausalpart C.Inferenes and RedundanyAn inferene rule is a relation on onstrained lauses. Its elements are alledinferenes and written as �1 kC1 : : : �k kCk� kC :The onstrained lauses �1 kC1; : : : ; �k kCk are alled the premises and � kCthe onlusion of the inferene. An inferene alulus is a set of inferenerules.A onstrained lause ~v�~x�� kC is redundant with respet to a onstrainedlause set N if C is a tautology or if there is a variant ~v�~x�� kC of a on-strained lause in N suh that [[��℄℄ ( [[�� ℄℄.2 An inferene is alled redundantwith respet to N if its onlusion is redundant with respet to N or if apremise C is redundant with respet to N n fCg. A onstrained lause setN is saturated with respet to a given inferene alulus if eah inferene inthe alulus with premises in N is redundant with respet to N .A derivation is a �nite or in�nite sequene N0; N1; : : : suh that for eahi, there is an inferene with premises in Ni and onlusion ~v�~x�� kC that isnot redundant wrt. Ni, suh that Ni+1 = Ni [ f~v�~x�� kCg.
2Usually, redundany is de�ned based on a well-founded lause ordering. The notionof redundany used in this artile is not well-founded, as, e.g., eah onstrained lause inthe sequene ~v�~x�1 kC; ~v�~x(�1j�2) kC; ~v�~x(�1j�2j�3) kC; : : : is redundant with respetto its suessor. This is why we need a di�erent argument to ensure the termination ofsaturation (f. Setion 3.4). 9



3 A Calulus for ConstrainedClausesWe will now introdue an inferene system for onstrained lauses. Thisinferene system is based on a alulus presented in [12℄, whih allows alsoonstrained lauses ontaining equational atoms. We will show how thissuperposition-based alulus, whih we will all SFD, behaves in our settingand how to enrih it by a onstraint melting inferene rule, whih makes thealulus terminating for a lass of onstrained Horn lauses.We present the alulus SFD in Setion 3.1. It an be used to examinequeries of the form N j=Ind 8~x:9~y:�, where � is a quanti�er-free formula andN is a set of lauses, and both N and the query may ontain equations.The basi idea is to use a superposition-style approah to examine whetherN [ f9~x:8~y::�g j=Ind �. For this, N and the negated query are expressedas a set of onstrained lauses, suh that the onstraint part allows a speialtreatment of the existential variables without Skolemization.Example 3.1. In the example of the \one greater" relation presented inthe introdution, where the set of existential variables is V = fvg, the orre-spondene between the omponents of the initial problem and their respetiverepresentations as onstrained lauses is as follows:! G(s(s(0)); s(0)) =̂ v�x k ! G(s(s(0)); s(0))G(x; y)! G(s(x); s(y)) =̂ v�x k G(y1; y2)! G(s(y1); s(y2))G(s(x); s(y))! G(x; y) =̂ v�x k G(s(y1); s(y2))! G(y1; y2)negation of 8x:9y:G(y; x) =̂ v�x k G(y; x)!Sine we omit onstraints whose variables do not our in the lausal part(f. the de�nition of onstrained lauses), we an also write this as follows:! G(s(s(0)); s(0)) =̂ k ! G(s(s(0)); s(0))G(x; y)! G(s(x); s(y)) =̂ k G(y1; y2)! G(s(y1); s(y2))G(s(x); s(y))! G(x; y) =̂ k G(s(y1); s(y2))! G(y1; y2)negation of 8x:9y:G(y; x) =̂ v�x k G(y; x)!10



As we will see, SFD does not neessarily terminate on N [ f9~x:8~y::�g.In Setion 3.2, we will identify an adaption of SFD using a onstraint meltingrule, alled QRM, that allows to deide the lass of so-alled existential queryproblems. Soundness, ompleteness and termination of QRM for existentialquery problems are proved in Setions 3.3 and 3.4.3.1 The Fixed Domain Calulus SFDIn [12℄, we introdued a alulus for reasoning in �xed domains. I.e., insteadof preserving �rst-order (un-)satis�ability, this alulus operates on a givenonstrained lause set in suh a way that the (non-)existene of a Herbrandmodel over a given signature is preserved and an easily be heked for asaturated set.This superposition alulus for �xed domains (SFD) allows equationalatoms, but it only allows basi substitutions in onstraints. Hene a on-straint ~v�~x� an be written as ~v�~t, where ti = xi�. Prediates are enodedas equations as usual, i.e. P (~t) is enoded as fP (~t)�true. So for the restof this setion only, all appearing onstrained lauses will be supposed toontain only basi substitutions in onstraints and only equational atoms.If �1 = ~v�~s and �2 = ~v�~t are two onstraints, then we write �1��2 forthe equations s1�t1; : : : ; sn�tn, whih do not ontain any existential vari-ables, and we write mgu(�1; �2) for the most general simultaneous uni�er ofthe pairs (s1; t1); : : : ; (sn; tn).The alulus SFD onsists of the following inferene rules:Equality Resolution: � k�; s�t! �(� k�! �)�where (1) � = mgu(s; t) and (2) (s�t)� is maximal in (�; s�t! �)�.Equality Fatoring: � k�! �; s�t; s0�t0(� k�; t�t0 ! �; s0�t0)�where (1) � = mgu(s; s0), (2) (s�t)� is maximal (as an atom our-rene) in (�! �; s�t; s0�t0)�, and (3) t� 6� s�.Superposition, Right:�1 k�1 ! �1; l�r �2 k�2 ! �2; s[l0℄p�t(�1 k�1;�2 ! �1;�2; s[r℄p�t)�1�211



where (1) �1 = mgu(l; l0), �2 = mgu(�1�1; �2�1) and dom(�2)\ V = ;,(2) (l�r)�1�2 is stritly maximal in (�1 ! �1; l�r)�1�2 and (s�t)�1�2is stritly maximal in (�2 ! �2; s�t)�1�2, (3) r�1�2 6� l�1�2 andt�1�2 6� s�1�2, and (4) l0 is not a variable.Superposition, Left:�1 k�1 ! �1; l�r �2 k�2; s[l0℄p�t! �2(�1 k�1;�2; s[r℄p�t! �1;�2)�1�2where (1) �1 = mgu(l; l0), �2 = mgu(�1�1; �2�1) and dom(�2)\ V = ;,(2) (l�r)�1�2 is stritly maximal in (�1 ! �1; l�r)�1�2, (s�t)�1�2 ismaximal in (�2 ! �2; s�t)�1�2, (3) r�1�2 6� l�1�2 and t�1�2 6� s�1�2,and (4) l0 is not a variable.Constraint Superposition:�1 k�1 ! �1; l�r v�t[l0℄p; �2 k�2 ! �2(v�t[r℄p; �2 k�1�(v�t[r℄p; �2);�1;�2 ! �1;�2)�where (1) � = mgu(l; l0), (2) (l�r)� is stritly maximal in (�1 !�1; l�r)�, (3) r� 6� l�, and (4) l0 is not a variable.Equality Elimination:�1 k�! �; l�r v�t[r0℄p; �2 k�(�1 k�! �)�1�2where (1) �1 = mgu(r; r0), �2 = mgu(�1�1; (v�t[l℄p; �2)�1) and V \dom(�2) = ;, (2) (l�r)�1�2 is stritly maximal in (� ! �; l�r)�1�2,(3) r�1�2 6� l�1�2, and (4) r0 is not a variable.This alulus is both sound and omplete for �xed domain reasoning,whih, in the ase of onstrained Horn lauses, oinides with indutive rea-soning:Proposition 3.2 (Soundness [12, Proposition 3℄). Let � kC be the onlusionof an inferene with premises in a onstrained lause set N . Then N j=IndN [ f� kCg.
12



Theorem 3.3 (Completeness [12, Theorem 1℄). Let N be a �nite set ofonstrained Horn lauses that is saturated1 with respet to the alulus SFDand let ~v�~x�1 k�; : : : ; ~v�~x�m k� be the onstrained lauses in N with emptylausal part. Then N has a Herbrand model i� �1j : : : j�m is not overing.23.2 Melting and the Calulus QRMNow let us go bak to our non-equational Horn setting. The negation of aquery of the form 8~x:9~y:� with purely positive and quanti�er-free � orre-sponds to a set of onstrained lause of the form ~v�~x k�!, i.e. with emptysuedent. This motivates the following de�nition:De�nition 3.4. An existential query problem is a the set of onstrained Hornlauses all of whih are of the form� k�! A or� ~v�~x k�!.The only useful rule of SFD in a non-equational setting is left superposi-tion (followed by an elimination of the equation true�true in the anteedent):Equality resolution, onstraint superposition, and equality elimination arenever appliable if all atoms are of the form fP (~t)�true. Equality fator-ing and right superposition are appliable, but they only reate lauses thatontain a positive atom true�true and are tautologies.When we do inferenes between lauses in an equational query problem,the resulting lauses are still either unonstrained or have an empty sue-dent, i.e. are of the form� k�! A or� ~v�~x� k�!.1We atually onsidered a more general redundany riterion: A ground onstrainedlause � kC (with only a basi substitution in the onstraint), i.e. one that does not ontainuniversal variables, is alled redundant with respet to a set N of onstrained lauses ifthere are ground instanes � kC1; : : : ; � kCk of onstrained lauses in N suh that Ci � Cfor all i and C1; : : : ; Ck j= C. A non-ground onstrained lause is redundant if all itsground instanes are redundant.If we identify a general onstrained lause ~v�~x�� kC with the set f(~v�~x� kC) j � 2 [[��℄℄g,our urrent redundany notion is a restrition thereof.2In fat, the ompleteness theorem [12, Theorem 1℄ also inludes the ase of in�nitelause sets and an in�nite set ~v�~x�1 k�; ~v�~x�2 k�; : : : of onstrained empty lauses. How-ever, the orresponding overage property orresponds to an in�nite disjuntion �1j�2j : : :and hene annot be expressed with our urrent terminology.13



Hene the �rst premise in a left superposition inferene always has an emptyonstraint, while the seond premise may be onstrained.We write down this rule in its prediative form and adapt it to this settingand to general onstraints:Ordered Query Resolution:�1 ! A1 ~v�~x�� k�2; A2 ! �2~v�~x��� 0 k�1�;�2� ! �2�where (1) � is the most general uni�er of A1 and A2, (2) � 0 : VRan(��)!T (F ; X) maps y to y� if y 2 dom(�) and to y otherwise, and (3) A1� isstritly maximal in (�1 ! A1)� and A2� is maximal in (�2; A2 ! �2)� ,where �2 is either empty or ontains a single atom.Note that ordered query resolution an as usual be restrited by means ofa literal seletion funtion. Moreover, the usual (unonstrained) orderedresolution rule is inluded as the restrition of ordered query resolution tounonstrained lauses.The main weakness of the alulus SFD, and also of ordered query reso-lution alone, is that it does not terminate even in very simple ases.Example 3.5. Consider again our example of the \one greater" relationde�ned by the unonstrained lauses! G(s(s(0)); s(0))G(x; y)! G(s(x); s(y))G(s(x); s(y))! G(x; y)and the query 8x:9y:G(y; x).If we start from the translation of the problem into the language of on-strained lauses in Example 3.1, a possible derivation with ordered query res-olution (or with SFD) runs as follows. Remember that we omit onstraints
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whose variables do not our in the lausal part.lauses de�ning G: 1 : k ! G(s(s(0)); s(0))2 : k G(y1; y2)! G(s(y1); s(y2))3 : k G(s(y1); s(y2))! G(y1; y2)negated query: 4 : v�x k G(y; x)!resolve(1,3) = 5 : k ! G(s(0); 0)resolve(5,4) = 6 : v�0 k �resolve(2,4) = 7 : v�s(x) k G(y; x)!resolve(5,7) = 8 : v�s(0) k �resolve(2,7) = 9 : v�s(s(x)) k G(y; x)!resolve(5,9) = 10 : v�s(s(0)) k �resolve(2,9) = 11 : v�s(s(x)) k G(y; x)!resolve(5,11) = 12 : v�s(s(s(0))) k �: : :Clause 2 an now be resolved with lause 11 (and its desendants) an ar-bitrary number of times, and lause 5 an be resolved with eah of them.So similar onstrained lauses will now be omputed with ever inreasingonstraints, making the derivation non-terminating.A human observer of the previous example will quikly see that on-strained lauses with empty lausal part, i.e. ontraditions, will be derivedsuessively for all onstraints of the form v�sn(0), where sn(0) denotes then-fold appliation s(: : : s(0) : : :) of s to 0. He might thus replae all thesein�nitely many onstrained lauses by only one onstrained \super" lause,writing it, e.g., as v�s�(0) k�. In fat, we will see that suh repetitive be-havior is the only reason for non-termination, and that the melting of therepeated onstrained lauses into one onstrained lause subsuming them allan be automated.To do so, we now extend the alulus SFD to an inferene system on-sisting of ordered query resolution and a melting rule. To de�ne melting, weneed the notion of an anestor. In an ordered query resolution inferene, theanestors of the onlusion are the rightmost premise and all of its anestors.Melting: ~v�~x�� kC ~v�~x���� 0 kC 0~v�~x��00 kCif (1) ~v�~x�� kC is an anestor of ~v�~x���� 0 kC 0, (2) there is a substitutionexpression �� suh that ~v�~x���� 0 kC 0 is a variant of ~v�~x���� kC, and either(3.i) �� is of the form �� = ��1���2 and ��00 = ��1(��2j��)�, or (3.ii) �� is not ofthis form and ��00 = ���� �. 15



A onstrained lause that an serve as the rightmost premise of a meltinginferene is alled meltable. The leftmost premise of a melting inferene isalled the base lause for the melting, and the onlusion the melted lause.The anestors of the onlusion are de�ned as the anestors of the baselause.De�nition 3.6. The alulus onsisting of the rules \Ordered Query Reso-lution" and \Melting" is alled QRM.Example 3.7. A possible QRM derivation for our introdutory examplelooks as follows, where � = fx 7! s(x)g and � = fx 7! 0g:lauses de�ning G: 1 : k ! G(s(s(0)); s(0))2 : k G(x; y)! G(s(x); s(y))3 : k G(s(x); s(y))! G(x; y)negated query: 4 : v�x k G(y; x)!resolve(1,3) = 5 : k ! G(s(0); 0)resolve(5,4) = 6 : v�x� k �resolve(2,4) = 7 : v�x� k G(y; x)!melt(4,7) = 8 : v�x�� k G(y; x)!resolve(5,8) = 9 : v�x��� k �The only onstrained lauses with non-empty anestor set are the onstrainedlauses 5, 6, 7, and 9, with anestors f3g, f4g, f4g, and f8g, respetively.The onstrained lause set f1,. . . ,9g is saturated with respet to QRM.3.3 Soundness and CompletenessTo establish the soundness of QRM, we have to show the soundness of thetwo rules ordered query resolution and melting. While the former is easy,the main objetive will be to prove that all elements of the onlusion'sdenotation in a melting inferene step are really onsequenes of the premises.Lemma 3.8 (Soundness of Ordered Query Resolution). The ordered queryresolution rule is sound.Proof. For an inferene�1 ! A1 ~v�~x�� k�2; A2 ! �2~v�~x��� 0 k�1�;�2� ! �2�to be sound, it suÆes that eah inferene�1 ! A1 ~v�~x� k�2; A2 ! �2~v�~x�� 0 k�1�;�2� ! �2�16



for � 2 [[��℄℄ is sound. This is the ase beause of the soundness of the SFDrules from [12℄, .f. Proposition 3.2.The soundness of melting is not that obvious: The melting rule intro-dues onstrained lauses that do not diretly follow from the premises. Forexample, the onstrained lauses v�x kG(y; x)! and v�x� kG(y; x)! bythemselves do not imply v�x�� kG(y; x)!.In fat, the soundness of melting strongly depends on the ontext, e.g. onother available inferene rules and the lauses it is applied to. Above all, therequirement that the left-most premise of ordered query resolution inferenesis unonstrained, is imperative.Example 3.9. Assume that we allowed ordered query resolution inferenesin the style of SFD, i.e. with a onstrained �rst premise. Consider an orderedquery resolution inferene between the two lauses v�s(x) kP (x)! P (s(x))and v�x kP (x)!:v�s(x) kP (x)! P (s(x)) v�x kP (x)!v�s(x) kP (x)!The appliation of melting to v�x kP (x)! and v�s(x) kP (x)! is un-sound, beause v�s(s(x)) kP (x)! is not implied by the given onstrainedlauses.To establish the soundness of melting for existential query problems, wemake two observations:Sine the leftmost premise of eah ordered query resolution inferene isunonstrained (by de�nition), a query resolution inferene with rightmostpremise ~v�~x�� kC and onlusion ~v�~x��� kD an also be made with anyother onstrained lause ~v�~x��0 kC with the same lausal part but a di�erentonstraint, then resulting in the onstrained lause ~v�~x��0� kD:�! A v�x�� kC~v�~x��� kD  �! A v�x��0 kC~v�~x��0� kDIf the former inferene is sound, so is the latter.The seond observation is that, if a derivation starts from an existentialquery problem, i.e. from onstrained lauses that do not ontain any stars,then all stars appearing in onstraints during the derivation ome from melt-ing steps.Lemma 3.10 (Soundness of Melting). For derivations starting from an ex-istential query problem, the melting rule is sound.17



Proof. Consider a derivation step from a onstrained lause set N to N 0where a melting inferene~v�~x��1���2 kC ~v�~x��1���2�� 0 kC 0~v�~x��1(��2j��)� kCis performed. We will show that, for eah integer n � 0, ~v�~x��1(��2j�� )n kC isimplied by the onstrained lauses in N .Sine the derivation started from onstrained lauses whose onstraintsdo not ontain any stars, the onstrained lause ~v�~x��1���2 kC must have beenderived from a onstrained lause ~v�~x��1 kC to aount for the star around��2. So the ase n = 0 is trivial.If n > 0, assume that the onstrained lause ~v�~x��1(��2j��)n�1 kC is im-plied. Moreover, we may indutively assume that all previous steps in thederivation are sound.Following the remarks preeding this lemma, we ould do the same setof inferene steps needed to derive ~v�~x��1���2 kC from ~v�~x��1 kC to derive~v�~x��1(��2j��)n�1���2 kC from ~v�~x��1(��2j��)n�1 kC. This onstrained lause di-retly implies ~v�~x��1(��2j��)n�1��2 kC.Moreover, we ould do the same set of inferene steps needed to derive~v�~x��1���2�� kC from ~v�~x��1���2 kC to derive ~v�~x��1(��2j��)n�1�� kC.Thus, we know that both ~v�~x��1(��2j��)n�1��2 kC and ~v�~x��1(��2j��)n�1�� kCare implied onstrained lauses, and hene also ~v�~x��1(��2j��)n�1(��2j��) kC isimplied, whih is what we wanted to prove.If the melting inferene is of the shape~v�~x��1 kC ~v�~x��1�� 0 kC 0~v�~x��1�� � kCthe argumentation is analogous, exept that we do not have to re-derive thesuÆx ��2.Conerning ompleteness, we an make use of the following proposition,whih is an instane of Theorem 3.3:Proposition 3.11 (Completeness). Let N be a �nite existential query prob-lem, let N� be a �nite saturation of N with respet to ordered query reso-lution, and let ~v�~x��1 k�; : : : ; ~v�~x��m k� be the onstrained lauses in N�with empty lausal part. Then N has a Herbrand model i� ��1j : : : j��m is notovering. 18



As the ordered query resolution rule alone is already omplete, the sameholds for the ombination of ordered query resolution and melting.Hene, provided saturation terminates, we an express the initial problemwhether N j=Ind 8~x:9~y:A1 ^ : : : ^ An in terms of a overage problem:Corollary 3.12. Let N be a satis�able set of unonstrained Horn lauses,let N� be a �nite saturation of the set N [f~v�~x kA1; : : : ; An !g wrt. QRM,and let ~v�~x��1 k�; : : : ; ~v�~x��m k� be the set of onstrained lauses in N�with empty lausal part. Then the following are equivalent:(1) N j=Ind 8~x:9~y:A1 ^ : : : ^ An(2) ��1j : : : j��m is not overing.3.4 TerminationWe now show that, if a lause set N [ fA1; : : : ; An !g an be �nitely satu-rated by ordered resolution (modulo variants and tautologies), then the al-ulus QRM allows us to �nitely saturate the set N [ f~v�~x kA1; : : : ; An !g.Termination also ensures that derivations are fair, i.e. that every possibleinferene between derived onstrained lauses will �nally be redundant.The derivation strategy that ensures termination proeeds in two stages.First a set of onstrained lauses is derived using ordered query resolutiononly, then (the onstraints of) these lauses are updated by meltings in suha way that the resulting lause set is saturated:Strategy 3.13. (1) Perform inferenes by ordered query resolution on theset N [f~v�~x kA1; : : : ; An !g aording to the strategy that saturatesN [ fA1; : : : ; An !g. Whenever a meltable onstrained lause is de-rived, do not onsider this lause for any further ordered query resolu-tion inferenes.(2) When no more inferenes as in (1) are possible, start melting: Performa (non-redundant) melting and update the derivation: Repeat, startingfrom the melted lause, all previous (non-redundant) resolution infer-enes that have the base lause as an anestor and all (non-redundant)meltings that are possible with the newly derived onstrained lauses.This is alled an elementary update. Afterwards ontinue reursivelywith updates for the repeated meltings.When the update is �nished, reiterate this stage with another melting.19



We an view an update as a generalization of the onstraints of previ-ously derived onstrained lauses. When this happens, the \old" onstrainedlauses with their more spei� onstraints beome redundant. This meansthat they an and will be ignored for the rest of the derivation and are e�e-tively replaed by their more general ounterparts.Lemma 3.14. If onstrained lauses in a QRM derivation are arranged ina graph de�ned by the diret anestor relation, then this graph is a forest (aset of trees).Proof. Initially, eah onstrained lause forms its own tree. These initialonstrained lauses are and remain roots of the forest.Reall that the anestors of a onstrained lause do not form a binarytree but a line, beause we basially always ignore one premise.Beause of this, eah inferene by ordered query resolution extends thetree of the rightmost premise by one fresh leaf.In melting inferenes, the onlusion beomes a sibling of the base lause,i.e. it either beomes a fresh leaf in the tree of the base lause or, if the baselause is a root, it forms a new root of its own.In any ase, no inferene an onnet existing trees or introdue loops.Example 3.15. For Example 3.5, the graph looks as follows, where lausesare represented by their numbers:1 2 3 4���� �����5 6 7~~~~~ �����8 9~~~~ 99910For Example 3.7, whih in fat follows Strategy 3.13, it looks as follows. Thedotted lines are not part of the graph but illustrate replaements aused bythe melting of lauses 4 and 7 into lause 8 and the following update:1 2 3 4���� ==== '' 85 6 557 .. 9Lemma 3.16 (Termination of Updates). The update following a meltinginferene step terminates. 20



Proof. We onsider the ase of a melting as follows:~v�~x����� kC ~v�~x������� 0 kC 0~v�~x��(��j��)� kCEah elementary update is terminating, sine there are only �nitely manyinferenes to repeat. We show that the number of elementary updates in anupdate is �nite and proeed by indution over the depth of the base lausein the anestor-based forest.Let ~v�~x �� kE ~v�~x ����0 kE 0~v�~x ��1( ��2j��)� kEbe a melting inferene that is redundant before the urrent elementary up-date. There are several possible ases, depending on whether and where oneof the premises of the initial melting appears as an anestor of ~v�~x ����0 kE 0:� ~v�~x����� kC is not an anestor of ~v�~x�� �� kE. Then this melting is nota�eted by the elementary update.� E = C. Then also �� = �����, and the �rst elementary update leads to amelting andidate~v�~x��(��j��)� kC ~v�~x��(��j�� )��� kC~v�~x��(��j�� j��)� kCSine the original melting was redundant before, [[��℄℄ � [[��℄℄. So thenew melting andidate is also redundant and this branh of the updatestops before the melting.� ~v�~x����� kC is an anestor of ~v�~x �� kE, but not vie versa. Then �� =������� and the elementary update leads to a melting andidate~v�~x��(��j��)��� kE ~v�~x��(��j�� )����� kE~v�~x��(��j��)���1(�2j��)� kEwhere �� = ��1���2 , Sine the original melting was redundant before, [[��℄℄ �[[��2℄℄. So the new melting andidate is also redundant and this branhof the update stops before the melting.� ~v�~x �� kE is an anestor of ~v�~x����� kC. Then this melting has a basethat lies stritly above the base of the originally inspeted melting inthe anestor-based lause forest. Beause of Lemma 3.14, we may in-dutively assume that the update initiated by the melting of ~v�~x �� kEterminates. 21



This shows that the number of elementary updates is �nite in this ase. Thease of a melting ~v�~x�� kC ~v�~x���� 0 kC 0~v�~x���� � kCworks similarly.Lemma 3.17 (Saturation). Let N [ fA1; : : : ; An !g be a �nite set of Hornlauses. If a QRM derivation that uses Strategy 3.13 and starts from thelause set N [ f~v�~x kA1; : : : ; An !g terminates with a set N�, then N� issaturated with respet to QRM.Proof. We have to show that all melting and ordered query resolution infer-enes with premises in N� are redundant.All possible melting inferenes with premises inN� are redundant beauseby assumption, the seond stage of the derivation terminates.For any given melting inferene, redundany an have one of three rea-sons, all of whih imply that the leftmost premise of the melting is redundant:If the onlusion is redundant, then so are both premises. If the rightmostpremise is redundant, then so is the leftmost, beause it was derived from aredundant onstrained lause. Or �nally, the leftmost premise itself mightbe redundant.All in all, eah meltable onstrained lause in N� is redundant, whihmeans that also all ordered query resolution inferenes with a meltable on-strained lause are redundant.The same holds for all ordered query resolution inferenes with premisesthat are not meltable: They are redundant by onstrution after stage (1)and this an easily be seen to be maintained by eah elementary update.So all QRM inferenes with premises in N� are redundant, i.e. N� issaturated.Theorem 3.18 (Termination). Let N [ fA1; : : : ; An !g be a �nite set ofHorn lauses that an be �nitely saturated by ordered resolution. Then QRM�nitely saturates the onstrained lause set N [ f~v�~x kA1; : : : ; An !g usingStrategy 3.13.Proof. Beause we already know from Lemma 3.17 that the strategy yieldsa saturated set, it remains to show the termination of the QRM derivationstarting from N [ f~v�~x kA1; : : : ; An !g. We do so by proving the termina-tion of eah stage:(1) Let M be the (possibly in�nite) set obtained after the �rst stage ofthe QRM derivation starting from N [f~v�~x kA1; : : : ; An !g. We �rst22



show thatM is �nite. To do so, we show that the anestor-based forestG for M is �nite, i.e. it has only �nitely many roots, is of �nite depth,and is �nitely branhing.� Only the �nitely many onstrained lauses in the initial set N [f~v�~x kA1; : : : ; An !g an appear as roots.� Let N�0 be a �nite saturation of N [ fA1; : : : ; An !g with respetto ordered resolution.Consider two lauses ~v�~x�� kC and ~v�~x���� kC 0 on a ommonbranh, suh that none of them is a leaf. Beause of our strategyof forbidding ordered query resolution inferenes with lauses thatan be melted with an anestor, the two lauses annot be melted.So there is no substitution expression �� 0 suh that ~v�~x���� kC 0 isa variant of ~v�~x���� 0 kC.This means that every branh in G ontains only a �nite numberof inner nodes for eah element C of N�0 : There is at most one foreah subset of vars(C), sine these orrespond to the possibilitiesfor VRan(����) \ vars(C) and hene to onstrained C lauses thatannot be melted.So the graph is of �nite depth.� Finally, eah node in G has a �nite arity, as only �nitely manyinferenes into the onstrained lause at this node have been possi-ble (namely from some of the �nitely many unonstrained lausesonly).Sine G is �nite, and the same holds for M .(2) It remains to show that the seond stage terminates.The number of meltable onstrained lauses is �nite when stage (1) isleft, beauseM is �nite. There are only �nitely many iterations of stage(2), beause eah suh iteration dereases the number of unreplaedmeltable onstrained lauses by one: The initial melting replaes bothits premises (and in partiular one meltable and unreplaed onstrainedlause), and eah inferene step in an update keeps the number ofunreplaed meltable onstrained lauses onstant.Moreover, we have proved in Lemma 3.16 that eah update, i.e. eahiteration, terminates.So the whole seond stage terminates.23



4 Generalized Substitutions asClause SetsTo make use of the ompleteness result Corollary 3.12, we are onfronted withthe task of deiding whether a �nite disjuntion ��1j : : : j��n of substitutionexpressions is overing.For a �nite disjuntion �1j : : : j�n of basi substitutions, this an be doneusing a ompletion proedure by Comon and Nieuwenhuis [8℄ that is basedon a quanti�er elimination proedure [6℄. To do so, the problem is onsideredas a so-alled disuni�ation problem and redued to an emptiness problemthat is trivially deidable.For the general ase of substitution expressions, we follow a related ap-proah. Our goal is to de�ne a prediate P�� for a substitution expression ��by a Horn lause set N�� in suh a way that a ground atom P��(~s) holds in theminimal model of N�� i� ~s lies in ~x[[��℄℄, where ~x is the domain of ��. A lauseP��(~s)! P�� (~t) will mean that if a ground instane ~s� is a ground instane ofan element of ~x[[��℄℄, then every ground instane of ~t� is a ground instane ofan element of ~y[[�� ℄℄, where ~x; ~y are the respetive domains.In partiular, this means that �� is overing i� P�� is the total relation inthe minimal model of N��, i.e. i� N�� j=Ind 8~x:P��(~x).The above-mentioned ompletion proedure allows us to generate a Hornlause set �N�� for the omplement of P��, named �P��, suh that P�� is total inthe minimal model of N�� i� �P�� is empty in the minimal model of �N��. Theompletion proedure ensures that �N�� has only one Herbrand model overthe given signature, whih means that emptiness of �P�� in the minimal modelof �N�� is equivalent to the emptiness of �P�� in every Herbrand model of �N��.Sine �N�� is omposed of unonstrained lauses, the problem an even beonsidered as a �rst-order problem that an be deided by ordered resolution(of unonstrained lauses).11This is, e.g., a diret onsequene of [12, Proposition 4℄.24



We will start the disussion by establishing the link between substitutionexpressions and lauses. Afterwards, we will shortly reall the quanti�er elim-ination proedure (Setion 4.2), explain how it is used for prediate omple-tion, and �nally show that it allows us to deide the overage of substitutionexpressions (Setion 4.3).De�nition 4.1 (Substitutions and Prediates). Given a substitution ex-pression ��, we assign a prediate P�� to every ourrene of a substitutionexpression �� that is a subexpression of ��. If �� is a basi substitution ordisjuntion or loop, P�� is a fresh prediate of arity j dom(�� )j. If �� = ��1��2 is aonatenation, we de�ne P�� = P��1 .Note that prediates are assigned not to substitution expressions butto ourrenes of substitution expressions. For example in a substitutionexpression like fx 7! xg Æ fx 7! xg, two di�erent prediates are assigned tothe two ourrenes of fx 7! xg.De�nition 4.2 (Substitutions and Clauses). We translate substitution ex-pressions �� to lause sets N0�� (whih is just an intermediate representation)and N�� as follows. Let Pglue be a fresh prediate of arity 0. This prediatewill be used as a means to glue together the sets orresponding to di�erent(ourrenes of) substitution expressions. We assume an ordering < on theset X of universal variables and write ~x = dom(��) if dom(��) = fx1; : : : ; xngand x1 < : : : < xn.Expressions of the form N [B=A℄ denote textual replaement of every o-urrene of the atom A in the lause set N by the atom B.N0� = fPglue ! P�(~x�)g where ~x = dom(�)N0���� = N0�� [N0�� [P�� (dom(��))=Pglue℄N0��� = fPglue ! P���(dom(��))g[N0�� [P���(dom(��))=Pglue℄[ fP��(dom(��))! P���(dom(��))gN0��1j��2 = N0��1 [ fP��1(~x1)! P��1j��2(~y)g[N0��2 [ fP��2(~x2)! P��1j��2(~y)gwhere ~xi = dom(��i) and ~y = dom(��1j��2)
25



The set N�� arises from N0�� by deletion of all ourrenes of Pglue:N� = f ! P�(~x�)g where ~x = dom(�)N���� = N�� [N0�� [P�� (dom(��))=Pglue℄N��� = f ! P���(dom(��))g[N0�� [P���(dom(��))=Pglue℄[ fP��(dom(��))! P���(dom(��))gN��1j��2 = N��1 [ fP��1(~x1)! P��1j��2(~y)g[N��2 [ fP��2(~x2)! P��1j��2(~y)gwhere ~xi = dom(��i) and ~y = dom(��1j��2)Example 4.3. We onsider the two basi substitutions � = fx 7! s(x)gand � = fx 7! 0g appearing in Example 3.7 as parts of the substitutionexpression ��� . Then N0� = fPglue ! P� (0)g, and N0� = fPglue ! P�(s(x))g.Hene N0�� = f Pglue!P��(x) ;P��(x)!P�(s(x)) ;P�(x)!P��(x) gand �nally (note that P��� = P�� as de�ned in De�nition 4.1)N0��� = f Pglue!P� (0);P� (x)!P��� (x) ;P��� (x)!P�(s(x)) ;P�(x)!P��� (x) g :As the prediate Pglue is only used to glue lause sets together, we an throwit away now and arrive at the �nal representation of ��� as a lause set:N��� = f !P� (0);P� (x)!P��� (x) ;P��� (x)!P�(s(x)) ;P�(x)!P��� (x) gN��� builds terms in a bottom-up approah: The �rst lause reates theonstant 0, the seond lause enters the � loop, and the last two lausesallow to repeatedly wrap appliations of s( ) around a term.4.1 Equivalene of Substitution Expressionsand Clause SetsWe will now show that eah lause set N�� desribes exatly the (instanesof the) term tuples generated by the respetive substitution expression ��,26



provided that this substitution stems from a suitable derivation.De�nition 4.4. Let ~v�~x��1; : : : ; ~v�~x��n be �nitely many onstraints ap-pearing in a derivation starting from an existential query problem. Then��1j : : : j��n is alled a derivation substitution.Suh substitution expressions are espeially well-behaved. For example,if disjuntions ��1j��2 appear, then ��1 and ��2 share the same domain.Lemma 4.5. Let �� be a derivation substitution. Then VRan(��1) = dom(��2)for all subexpressions ��1 Æ ��2.Proof. This is true initially and an be easily seen to be maintained duringeah inferene step.Lemma 4.6. Let �� be a derivation substitution. Then dom(��1) = dom(��2)for all subexpressions ��1j��2.Proof. If �� = ��1j : : : j��n was reated from ~v�~x��1; : : : ; ~v�~x��n, then the do-mains of all ��i are idential by de�nition. A disjuntion ��1j��2 inside ��i anonly have been introdued during a melting of type (3.i) involving two on-straints ~v�~x��0�� �1 and ~v�~x��0�� �1 ��2. Hene dom(��2) = VRan(�� �1 ) = dom(��1) byLemma 4.5 and the de�nition of VRan.Lemma 4.7. Let �� be a substitution expression. In eah lause in N0�� of theform Pglue ! P (t1; : : : ; tn), the literal P (t1; : : : ; tn) ontains all variables inVRan(��).Proof. Follows diretly from the de�nitions.The lauses in N0�� and N�� are partiularly simple. On the one hand, allterms appearing on the left hand side are variables, on the other hand, we willnow show that the lauses are universally redutive, i.e. all these variablesalso our in the head, a property that is neessary for the appliability ofthe ompletion proedure we will use later on.Proposition 4.8 (Universal Redutiveness of N��). Let �� be a derivationsubstitution. Then N�� is universally redutive.Proof. IfN0�� is universally redutive, then obviously so isN��. Hene it suÆesto show that N0�� is universally redutive. We proeed by indution on thederivation substitution.The lause Pglue ! P�(x1�; : : : ; xn�) for a single substitution � is univer-sally redutive beause no variables our outside the head.27



In a onjuntion ���� , we use that, indutively, N0�� and N0�� are universallyredutive. Moreover, VRan(��) = dom(�� ) by Lemma 4.5, so the lause setN0�� [P�� (dom(��))=Pglue℄ is also universally redutive by Lemma 4.7.The same argument applies to N0��� , exept that in this ase VRan(��) =dom(��) by de�nition of VRan.For ��1j��2 we use that, indutively, bothN0��1 andN0��2 are universally redu-tive. Moreover, sine dom(��1); dom(��2) � dom(��1j��2), the newly introduedlauses are also universally redutive.In the following propositions, we write N ` A if the atom A an bederived from the lause set N by a �nite number of resolution steps.Lemma 4.9 (Rule Lifting). Let �� be a derivation substitution. Let M be alause set that does not ontain any prediates of N��, and let P be a prediateappearing in M . For terms ~s, the following are equivalent:(1) N0�� [P (~y)=Pglue℄ [M ` P��(~s).(2) There are terms ~s1, ~r, suh that ~s = ~s1fy1 7!r1; : : : ; yn 7!rng and N�� `P��(~s1) and M ` P (~r).This lemma formalizes a generalization of the idea that, if derivation sub-stitutions are properly desribed by the orresponding lause sets, e.g. everyatom P�1(~s) that an be derived by R��1��2 should orrespond to an element of[[��1��2℄℄ and hene be omposed as P�1(~s) = P�1(~x�1�2) with �i 2 [[��i℄℄, suhthat P�1(~x��1) an be derived by R��1 and P�2(~y��2) an be derived by R��2 .Proposition 4.10 (Equivalene of Derivation Substitutions and Clauses).Let �� be a derivation substitution. Then N�� ` P��(~t) i� ~t 2 ~x[[��℄℄.We prove Lemma 4.9 and Proposition 4.10 in parallel. The proofs relyon eah other, however they do so in a well-founded way: The proof ofProposition 4.10 for a given substitution �� uses Lemma 4.9 only for stritsubexpressions of ��, and the proof of Lemma 4.9 for �� uses Proposition 4.10for (possibly non-strit) subexpressions of ��. In both proofs, we use exis-tential quanti�ers on the meta-level to denote the existene of terms with agiven property.Proof of Lemma 4.9. We proeed by indution over the struture of the sub-stitution expression. Throughout this proof, we will abbreviate the applia-tion of a substitution fy1 7! r1; : : : ; yn 7! rng to a term tuple ~s as ~sf~y 7! ~rg.Consider a basi substitution �. If fP (~y)! P�(~x�)g [M ` P�(~s), thenthe last inferene in the derivation must have used the lause P (~y)! P�(~x��),28



i.e. M ` P (~r) for some ~r and s is of the form s = s1f~y 7! ~rg for s1 = ~x�.Quite obviously, f! P�(~x�)g ` P�(~s1).For the other diretion assume that f! P�(~x�)g ` P�(~s1) andM ` P (~r).Then learly fP (~y)! P�(~x�)g [M ` P�(~s1)f~y 7! ~rgIn the ase of a onatenation ���� with VRan(��) = dom(�� ) = ~z (f.Lemma 4.5), we make exessive use of the indution hypotheses (i.h.):9~s1; ~r: N���� ` P��(~s1) and M ` P (~r) and ~s = ~s1f~y 7! ~rg() 9~s1; ~r: ~s = ~s1f~y 7! ~rgand N0�� [P�� (~z)=Pglue℄ [N�� ` P��(~s1) and M ` P (~r)i.h.() 9~s1; ~r; ~s2;~t: ~s = ~s1f~y 7! ~rg and ~s1 = ~s2f~z 7! ~tgand N�� ` P��(~s2) and N�� ` P�� (~t) and M ` P (~r)i.h.() 9~s1; ~r; ~s2;~t: ~s = ~s1f~y 7! ~rg and ~s1 = ~s2f~z 7! ~tgand N�� ` P��(~s2) and N�� [P (~y)=Pglue℄ [M ` P�� (~tf~y 7! ~rg)i.h.() N0�� [P�� (~z)=Pglue℄ [N�� [P (~y)=Pglue℄ [M ` P��(~s)() N0���� [P (~y)=Pglue℄ [M ` P��(~s)In the ase of a loop ���, let I(~t1) be the minimal number of times thelause P��(~x)! P���(~x) 2 N��� is needed in a derivation N��� ` P���(~t1), and letJ(~t1) be the minimal number of times this lause is needed in a derivationN0��� [P (~y)=Pglue℄ [M ` P���(~t1). If there is no suh derivation, then I(~t1) orJ(~t1) is unde�ned.We proeed by indution over I(~t1), showing that for all n, that J(~t) = nand N0��� [P (~y)=Pglue℄ [M ` P���(~t) is equivalent to the existene of ~t1 and ~rs.th. I(~t1) = n and N��� ` P���(~t1) and M ` P (~r).For I(t) = 0:9~t1; ~r: ~t = ~t1f~x 7! ~rg and N��� ` P���(~t1) and M ` P (~r) and I(~t1) = 0() 9~t1; ~r: ~t = ~t1f~x 7! ~rgand N0�� [P���(~x)=Pglue℄ [ fP���(~x)g ` P���(~t1) and M ` P (~r)() 9~t1; ~r: ~t = ~t1f~x 7! ~rg and fP���(~x)g ` P���(~t1) and M ` P (~r)i.h.() fP (~y)! P���(~x)g [M ` P���(~t)() N0��� [P (~y)=Pglue℄ [M ` P���(~t) and J(~t) = 0For I(t) > 0, let ��0 be a opy of ��, suh that N�� and N��0 do not shareany prediate symbols.From Proposition 4.10, we know that N��� ` P���(~t1) i� N��� ` P���(~t1),and that N�����0 [P (~y)=Pglue℄ [M ` P���(~t) i� N�����0 [P (~y)=Pglue℄ [M ` P���(~t).29



The use of Proposition 4.10 for ��� is sound, sine the proof of 4.10 uses theurrent lemma only for strit sub-expressions (in this ase: ��).9~t1; ~r: ~t = ~t1f~x 7! ~rg and I(~t1) = n+ 1and N��� ` P���(~t1) and M ` P (~r)() 9~t1; ~r: ~t = ~t1f~x 7! ~rg and I(~t1) = n+ 1and N�����0 ` P���(~t1) and M ` P (~r)() 9~t1; ~r: ~t = ~t1f~x 7! ~rg and I(~t1) = n+ 1N0��� [P��0(~x)=Pglue℄ [N��0 ` P���(~t1) and M ` P (~r)i.h.() 9~t1; ~r; ~s1;~t2: ~t = ~t1f~x 7! ~rg and ~t1 = ~t2f~x 7! ~s1g and I(~t2) = nand N��� ` P���(~t2) and N��0 ` P��0(~s1) and M ` P (~r)i.h.() 9~t1; ~r; ~s1;~t2: ~t = ~t1f~x 7! ~rg and ~t1 = ~t2f~x 7! ~s1g and I(~t2) = nand N��� ` P���(~t2)and N0��0 [P (~y)=Pglue℄ [M ` P��0(~s1f~x 7! ~rg)i.h.() 9~t1; ~r; ~s1;~t2: ~t = ~t1f~x 7! ~rg and ~t1 = ~t2f~x 7! ~s1g and J(~t2) = nand N0��� [P��0(~x)=Pglue℄ [N0��0 [P (~y)=Pglue℄ [M` P���(~t2f~x 7! ~s1f~x 7! ~rgg)i.h.() 9~t1; ~r; ~s1;~t2: ~t = ~t1f~x 7! ~rg and ~t1 = ~t2f~x 7! ~s1g and J(~t2) = nand N0�����0 [P (~y)=Pglue℄ [M ` P���(~t2f~x 7! ~s1f~x 7! ~rgg)() J(~t) = n + 1 and N0��� [P (~y)=Pglue℄ [M ` P���(~t)In the ase of a disjuntion ��1j��2 with dom(��1) = dom(��2) = ~x, we use
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that N��1 and N��2 do not share any prediate symbols.9~s1; ~r: ~s = ~s1f~y 7! ~rg and M ` P (~r) and N��1j��2 ` P��1j��2(~s1)() 9~s1; ~r: 9i: ~s = ~s1f~y 7! ~rg and M ` P (~r)and N��i [ fP��i(~x)! P��1j��2(~x)g ` P��1j��2(~s1)i.h.() 9~s1; ~r: 9i: ~s = ~s1f~y 7! ~rg and M ` P (~r) and N��i ` P��i(~s1)i.h.() 9i: N0��i [P (~y)=Pglue℄ [M ` P��i(~s)i.h.() 9i: N0��i [P (~y)=Pglue℄ [M [ fP��i(~x)! P��1j��2(~x)g ` P��1j��2(~s)() N0��1 [P (~y)=Pglue℄ [ fP��1(~x)! P��1j��2(~x)g[N0��2 [P (~y)=Pglue℄ [ fP��2(~x)! P��1j��2(~x)g) [M ` P��1j��2(~s)() N��1j��2 [P (~y)=Pglue℄ [M ` P��1j��2(~s)This ompletes the proof.Proof of Proposition 4.10. The validity of the proposition is obvious for basisubstitutions.In the ase of a onatenation ���� with dom(��) = ~x and dom(�� ) = ~y, wehave the following equality:f~s j N���� ` P��(~s)g=�~s j N0�� [P�� (~y)=Pglue℄ [N�� ` P��(~s)	4.9= f~s j 9~t; ~s1: ~s = ~s1f~y 7! ~tgand N�� ` P�� (~t) and N�� ` P��(~s1)gi.h.= f~s j 9~t; ~s1: ~s = ~s1f~y 7! ~tg and ~t 2 ~y[[�� ℄℄ and ~s1 2 ~x[[��℄℄g= ~x[[���� ℄℄In the ase of a loop ��� with dom(��) = ~x, we show indutively that ~x[[��n℄℄is the subset of f~s j N��� ` P���(~s)g of those term tuples ~s for whih n is theminimal number of instanes of the iteration lause P��(~x) ! P���(~x) neededin a derivation N��� ` P���(~s), denoted I(~s) = n. For n = 0:f~s j N��� ` P���(~s) and I(~s) = 0g=�~s j N0�� [P���(~x)=Pglue℄ [ f! P���(~x)g ` P���(~s)	= f~s j f! P���(~x)g ` P���(~s)g= ~x[[��0℄℄ 31



For n > 0, we an split a derivation N��� ` P���(~s) at the point where thelause P��(~x)! P���(~x) is used for the last time:f~s j N��� ` P���(~s) and I(~s) = ng= f~s j 9~t: N��� ` P���(~t) and I(~t) = n� 1and N0�� [P���(~x)=Pglue℄ [ f! P���(~t)g ` P��(~s)gi.h.= f~s j 9~t: ~t 2 ~x[[��n�1℄℄and N0�� [P���(~x)=Pglue℄ [ f! P���(~t)g ` P��(~s)g4.9= f~s j 9~t; ~s1: ~s = ~s1f~y 7! ~tg and ~t 2 ~x[[��n�1℄℄and N�� ` P��(~s1)gi.h.= f~s j 9~t; ~s1: ~s = ~s1f~y 7! ~tg and ~t 2 ~x[[��n�1℄℄and ~s1 2 ~x[[��℄℄g= ~x[[��n℄℄Finally, in the ase of a disjuntion ��1j��2 with domains dom(��1) = dom(��2) =~x (f. Lemma 4.6), we have the following equality, where we use that N��1and N��2 do not share any prediate symbols:�~s j N��1j��2 ` P��(~s)	= f~s j N��1 [ fP��1(~x)! P��(~x)g ` P��(~s)or N��2 [ fP��2(~x)! P��(~x)g ` P��(~s)g4.9= f~s j N��1 ` P��1(~s) or N��2 ` P��2(~s)gi.h.= f~s j ~s 2 ~x[[��1℄℄ or ~s 2 ~x[[��2℄℄g= ~x[[��1℄℄ [ ~x[[��2℄℄= ~x[[��1j��2℄℄This ompletes the proof.Sine resolution is �rst-order omplete, we an onlude that the termsentailed by N�� are exatly those overed by ��:Corollary 4.11. Let �� be a derivation substitution. Then N�� j= P��(~t) i� ��is overing for f~tg, i.e. the set �~t j N�� j= P��(~t)	 is the maximal set for whih�� is overing.
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4.2 The Quanti�er Elimination Algorithm byComon and LesanneNow that we know how to transform �� into an equivalent set N�� of Hornlauses, we will onentrate on how to deide whether P�� is the total relationin the minimal model of N��.The transformation of this problem into an emptiness problem will bepresented in Setion 4.3. It follows a proedure introdued by Comon andNieuwenhuis [8℄ that is based on Clark's ompletion [5℄ and a quanti�erelimination proedure by Comon and Lesanne [7℄.In this setion, we present the rules of the quanti�er elimination algorithmas they are given, in a revised version, in [6℄. To simplify the presentation,we omit onstraints that are only relevant for the termination of the rulesystem.The algorithm works on arbitrary formulas over a given �nite signature� = (P;F) where all atoms are either (syntati) equations, written s't, orprediative atoms over �, or one of the atoms \true" and \false".In the rules, di�erent designators stand for elements of restrited sets ofvariables or terms:x; xi; : : : free variablesy; yi; : : : universally quanti�ed variablesv; vi; : : : existentially quanti�ed variablesz; zi; : : : free or existentially quanti�ed variablesw;wi; : : : any variablest; ti; : : : terms without any ourrene of a universally quan-ti�ed variables; si; u; ui : : : termsu[u0℄; : : : the term u0 is a subterm of the term ud; di; : : : disjuntions of equations and disequations and pred-iative literals�; �i;  ;  i,. . . quanti�er-free formulasWhile it is unusual that three kinds of variables (free, universal, andexistential) appear, this variety stems from the intended appliation of �nd-ing solutions, i.e. satisfying instantiations of the free variables, of a formulaontaining existential and universal quanti�ers. Beause of this, the freevariables require a speial treatment and annot be regarded as bound by anadditional quanti�er on top of the formula.The quanti�er elimination rules are given below. They an be applied atany position of a formula.Replaement: 33



R1: z't ^ �[z℄  z't ^ �fz 7! tgR2: z 6't _ �[z℄  z 6't _ �fz 7! tgIf z 62 vars(t).Universal quanti�er elimination:UE1: 8~y; y:�  8~y:�UE2: � ^ y 6'u  falseUE3: y 6'u _ d  dfy 7! ugUE5: � ^ (w1'u1 _ : : : _ wn'un _ d)  � ^ dIf y 62 vars(�) (for UE1), y 62 vars(u) (for UE2-3) and eah wi'uiontains at least one ourrene of a universally quanti�ed variable,but d does not (for UE5). UE5 is only appliable if T (F) is in�nite.Merging: M1: z't ^ z'u  z't ^ t'uM2: w 6's _ w 6'u  w 6's _ s6'uM3: z't ^ z 6'u  z't ^ t6'uM4: w's _ w 6'u  s'u _ w 6'uM5: z't ^ (z 6'u _ �)  z't ^ (t6'u _ �)M6: z't ^ (z'u _ �)  z't ^ (t'u _ �)The merging rules are not neessary for termination or ompleteness.Existential quanti�er elimination:EE1: 9v:�  �EE2: 9~v; v:v't ^ �  9~v:�EE3: 9~v: ^ �  9~v:�If v 62 vars(�; t) (for EE1-2) and  = (d1 _ z1 6't1) ^ : : : ^ (dn _ zn 6'tn)and there exists v 2 ~v \ vars(z1; t1) \ vars(zn; tn) whih does not ourin � (for EE3).Normalization:A set of Boolean simpli�ation rules, like a ^ a a.Disjuntion lifting:DL: 9~v:8~y:� ^ (�1 _ �2)  (9~v:8~y:� ^ �1) _ (9~v:8~y:� ^ �2)If vars(�1) \ ~y = ; or vars(�2) \ ~y = ;.Conit: C1: f(u1; : : : ; um)'g(u01; : : : ; u0n)  falseC2: f(u1; : : : ; um)6'g(u01; : : : ; u0n)  trueIf f 6= g.Deomposition:D1: f(u1; : : : ; un)'f(u01; : : : ; u0n)  u1'u01 ^ : : : ^ un'u0nD2: f(u1; : : : ; un)6'f(u01; : : : ; u0n)  u1 6'u01 _ : : : _ un 6'u0n34



Ourrene hek:O1: s'u[s℄  falseO2: s6'u[s℄  trueIf u 6= s.Explosion: E: 9~v:8~y:�  Wf2F 9~v1; ~v:8y:� ^ z'f(~v1)If no other rule an be applied, ~v\vars(�) = ; and there exists in � anequation z'u or disequation z 6'u where u ontains an ourrene of auniversally quanti�ed variable.This rule set allows to eliminate universal quanti�ers from purely equa-tional formulas of a ertain shape:Theorem 4.12 ([6, Theorem 9℄). Let  = Wj(9~wj:8~yj:�j) be a formula suhthat eah �j is a quanti�er-free formula over a �nite signature � = (P;F).Then the above rule set transforms  in �nitely many steps into a formula 0 of the form 0 =_j (9~wj:xj1'tj1 ^ : : : ^ xjnj'tjnj ^ zj1 6'uj1 ^ : : : ^ zjmj 6'ujmj)where the xji are variables ourring only one in eah disjunt, and eah zjkis a variable that is not idential with ujk.Moreover,  and  0 are satis�ed by the same assignments of terms inT (F) to the free variables.4.3 Prediate CompletionIn detail, the ompletion proedure introdued by Comon and Nieuwenhuisworks as follows:(1) Let N be a �nite and saturated set of Horn lauses over a �nite signa-ture � = (P;F). Combine all lauses with a ommon head prediateP into a single formula �P ! P (~x) where�P = 9~y: _�!P (~t)2N(~x'~t ^ Â2�A) ;the yi are the variables appearing in N , and the xj are fresh variables.(2) In the minimal model NI, this formula is equivalent to 8~x:(:�P !:P (~x)). Under ertain irumstanes (f. Lemma 4.13 below), :�Pan be transformed using quanti�er elimination (f. Setion 4.2) into anequivalent formula  P that does not ontain any universal quanti�ers.35



(3) After replaing eah ourrene of a negated atom :P (~t) in  P by �P (~t),this formula an in turn be written as a (possibly equational) lauseset �RP . The union of all RP , P 2 P, is alled the ompletion of N anddenoted by �N .Lemma 4.13 ([8, Lemma 47℄). Let N be a set of universally redutive andnon-equational unonstrained Horn lauses. Then the set �N omputed by theompletion proedure by Comon and Nieuwenhuis is a set of unonstrainedlauses (possibly ontaining equations) de�ning the ompletion of the predi-ates in N .Sine we have shown that N�� is universally redutive if �� is a derivationsubstitution (Proposition 4.8), we know:Lemma 4.14. Let �� be a derivation substitution. The ompletion proedureby Comon and Nieuwenhuis omputes from N�� a lause set �N�� de�ning theompletion of the prediates in N��.In general, the result of the quanti�er elimination proedure is a formulaorresponding to a set of lauses of the form �! �P (~t)^E, where E is a on-juntion of equations. E.g., the lause Q(s(x)) ! P (x; x; z) is transformedto �Q(s(x))! �P (x; y; z); x'y.When all appearing basi substitutions have a unary domain and arelinear, however, the lauses in �N do not ontain any equations, and they fallinto a lass for whih the emptiness of �N is deidable by ordered resolution(Theorem 4.17).Proposition 4.15. Let �� be a derivation substitution suh that all basi sub-stitutions appearing in �� are linear. For the prediates in N��, the algorithmby Comon and Nieuwenhuis omputes lauses of the following types:(1) ! �P (~t)(2) �P1(~x)! �P (~t)(3) �P1(~x); �P2(~x)! �P (~x)The positive literal of eah omputed lause is linear.Proof. A substitution prediate P� is de�ned by a single lause that is eitherof the shape! P�(~t) or P�� (~x)! P�(~t). Its ompletion onsists of a �nite setof linear lauses of the form ! �P�(~s) desribing the term tuples not overedby ~t and, in the seond ase, additionally the lause �P�� (~x)! �P�(~t).36



A loop prediate P��� is de�ned by P��(~x) ! P���(~x) and either ! P���(~x)or P�� (~x)! P���(~x). The ompletion is the empty set in the �rst ase (as P���is total) and f �P��(~x); �P�� (~x)! �P���(~x)g in the seond ase.The two lauses de�ning a disjuntion prediate P��1j��2 are transformedinto f �P��1(~x); �P��2(~x)! �P��1j��2(~x)g.The fat that all negative literals ontain only variables is inherited fromN��. That no equations appear is due to the linearity of the positive literalsin N��.Example 4.16. In Example 4.3, we had the following lause set N��� :! P� (0)P��� (x)! P�(s(x))P� (x)! P��� (x)P�(x)! P��� (x)Hene �N��� onsists of the following lauses:! �P� (s(x))! �P�(0)�P��� (x)! �P�(s(x))�P� (x); �P�(x)! �P��� (x)In this example, all appearing prediates are monadi. When there ismore than one existential variable or when the signature ontains funtionsymbols of arity at least two, prediates of higher arity appear also in �N .Theorem 4.17 (Deidability of Coverage). Let �� be a derivation substitutionover a �nite signature suh that all basi substitutions in �� have a unarydomain and are linear. It is deidable whether �� is overing.Proof. We translate �� into a lause set N��. All prediates in N�� are unary.The resulting lause set �N�� de�ning the ompletion of all appearing predi-ates again ontains only lauses of the form �P1(x); : : : ; �Pn(x)! �P (t) (Propo-sition 4.15). Weidenbah [16℄ showed that suh a lause set is equivalent toa so-alled sort theory, a lause set in whih additionally all lauses are shal-low. For sort theories, emptiness is deidable by ordered resolution [16, 15℄.Emptiness of �P�� in turn is equivalent to the overage of the substitution ��(ompletion and Corollary 4.11). 37



Example 4.18. We shortly present the �nal step of the proof using ourrunning example. Here, all lauses in �N��� are already shallow (f. Ex-ample 4.16). We hoose an ordering � on atoms suh that P��� (x) �P� (x); P�(x) and P�(s(x)) � P��� (x) and saturate �N��� [f �P��� (x)!g usingordered resolution. The derivation runs as follows:lauses in �N��� : 1 : ! �P� (s(x))2 : ! �P�(0)3 : �P��� (x)! �P�(s(x))4 : �P� (x); �P�(x)! �P��� (x)negated query: 5 : �P��� (x)!resolve(4,5) = 6 : �P� (x); �P�(x)!resolve(1,6) = 7 : �P�(s(x))!resolve(2,6) = 8 : �P� (0)!At this point, the lause set is saturated. It is onsistent, so �N��� 6j=9x: �P��(x). Sine �rst-order and indutive validity oinide for Horn lausesets and positive existential queries, this implies that �P is empty in the min-imal model of �N��� . So ��� is overing and N j=Ind C.
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5 Deidability of IndutiveValidityAs a ombination of our omplete and terminating ordered resolution alulusQRM for onstrained lauses and the ompletion-based treatment of thesubstitution expressions that an appear during saturation, we obtain thefollowing deidability result:Theorem 5.1. Let N [ fA1; : : : ; An !g be a set of Horn lauses withoutequality over a �nite signature �, where(1) all funtion symbols in � are at most unary,(2) all positive literals in N are linear, and(3) N [ fA1; : : : ; An !g belongs to a lass that an be �nitely saturated byordered resolution.Let fx; y1; : : : ; ymg be the set of variables that appear in A1; : : : ; An. It isdeidable whether N j=Ind 8x:9y1; : : : ; ym:(A1 ^ : : : ^ An).Proof. By Corollary 3.12 and Theorem 3.18, the unonstrained lause set N[fv�x kA1; : : : ; An !g an be �nitely saturated by ordered resolution withmelting, suh that the dedued onstrained lauses v�x��1 k�; : : : ; v�x��k k�with empty lausal part in the saturated set orrespond to a substitutionexpression �� = ��1j : : : j��k that is overing i� N j=Ind 8x:9y1; : : : ; ym:(A1 ^: : : ^ An).Sine the domain dom(��) = fxg of the derivation onstraint �� ontainsonly one element and � ontains only unary funtion symbols, the domain ofall basi substitutions appearing in �� has ardinality 1. These substitutionsare also linear beause all positive literals in N are linear and hene the mostgeneral uni�ers appearing in eah resolution step are linear.Hene overage of �� is deidable by Theorem 4.17.39



6 ConlusionWe have shown that the problemN j=Ind 89�(A1 ^ : : : ^ An)is deidable over a �nite signature onsisting of onstants and unary funtionsymbols if all positive literals inN are linear and N[fA1; : : : ; An !g belongsto a lass that an be �nitely saturated by �rst-order ordered resolution (withvariant subsumption and tautology deletion). Our proof is onstrutive andbased on an ordered resolution alulus for onstrained lauses ~v�~x�� kC andprediate ompletion.Among the related work on automated indutive theorem proving, theapproah most losely related to ours is the one by Comon and Nieuwen-huis [8℄. Given a universally redutive lause set N and a query 8�C, theyuse Clark's ompletion to ompute a so-alled I-axiomatizationM suh thatN j=Ind M and N[M has only one Herbrand model, and hek the �rst-ordersatis�ability of N [M [fCg. This method is omplete but not terminating.In fat, sine M is a lause set over the original prediates P (and not over�P ), it is usually not Horn nor does the saturation of N [M [fCg terminate.Another general method based on saturation is the one by Ganzingerand Stuber [11℄. Given a not neessarily Horn but universally redutivelause set N and a query 8�C, they basially saturate N [ fCg. Even ifN [ fCg saturates �nitely, this results in a non-omplete proedure. Theyalso present a way to guarantee ompleteness, at the ost that the resultingalgorithm almost never terminates. The reason for this is that their methodusually results in an enumeration of all ground query instanes.A subtle, but important di�erene between both these methods and oursis that we add the negated query to N for saturation (while they add thequery positively), whih makes all derived lauses also hold in the minimalmodel.Another intensely studied approah is via test sets [13, 2, 3℄. Test setmethods are omplete for several lasses of equational lauses or rewrite sys-tems and universal queries. Termination results for these approahes usually40



require strong properties like a terminating rewrite system on onstrutorterms.Other approahes that provide deision proedures are those in the tra-dition of Caferra and Zabel [4℄ or Kapur [13, 9℄. However, they are restritedto equational unit lauses. Related publiations by Peltier [14℄ require thatN has a unique Herbrand model (not only a unique minimal one), whihleads bak to I-Axiomatizations.In summary, our approah is the �rst to yield a both terminating andomplete algorithm to deide the indutive validity of queries that ontain a89� quanti�er alternation.Extensions of the approah might inlude a relaxation of its side ondi-tions. Although both the superposition alulus of [12℄ and the ompletionproedure of [8℄ are also appliable to lauses ontaining equality literals, it isnot obvious how to extend this treatment of equality also to lauses ontain-ing generalized substitutions. The main problem here is that term rewritingannot easily be extended to the rewriting of substitution expressions.However, sine both our resolution alulus and the ompletion proedurework equally well on 8�9� queries, on lauses over an arbitrary signature,and on lauses ontaining non-linear positive atoms, the redution to anemptiness problem is also possible in these extended settings. The resultingset �R may ontain both non-monadi prediates and equational atoms. It isa natural next step to explore under whih onditions these extensions leadto prediates �P that are nevertheless de�ned in suh a way that emptinessremains deidable.
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